A procedure to build up a dynamical model of the gearbox with spur involute mesh is being described. The main attention is paid to the design technology of the cylindrical bodies elastic contact models. To track geometry of contact implicit equations of algebraic/transcendental or differential-algebraic type are being used. At the same time dynamical models of the bodies involved, gearwheels and gearbox housing, continue to be three-dimensional. Analytical computational procedures to obtain gradients and Hessians are constructed for implementing the contact tracking algorithm for the involute guided cylindrical surfaces. The known Johnson model is applied for computing the contact elastic normal force. This force is defined as an implicit function of the mutual penetration depth at contact. Regular algorithm to compute the normal elastic force is built up. This algorithm is proved to be convergent. A detailed analysis of the virtual setup dynamic model is carried out.
Introduction
Computer modeling and simulation of dynamics for gearboxes of different kinds is a wide spread engineering task. One might highlight here two extreme poles of approaches for models constructing. Firstly, the finite element method can be used for building up sufficiently detailed dynamical models. It is clear that the models created using such an approach consume quite significant amount of computational resources. Secondly, on the other pole of models range one might find simplified models of gearboxes dynamics allowing a very fast models for machines and their units to develop. Examples of such models are presented, for instance, in the Modelica Standard Library. In addition, there exist well developed models taking into account friction forces during the mesh processes in gearboxes [1] . One might also find several other interesting examples of the machinery applications including gearboxes models on Modelica [2, 3] .
It is important to us to consider models incorporating both the rigid body dynamics sufficiently effective from the computational viewpoint and more detailed mesh models with different types of compliant contacts between teeth of gearwheels. The simplest problem in this way is the spur involute gear model implementation.
Cylindrical symmetry of 3D-bodies contact
Staying in frame of the spatial multibody dynamics classes previously developed [4, 5] it is quite natural to use additional rigid body C playing the role of platform, for implementing a relative planar motion of the bodies, two gearwheels denoted as A and B in our case. These bodies assumed to have cylindrical shapes and are able to move in the plane orthogonal to their generatrix. Let O C xyz be a coordinate system rigidly connected with the body C, and for definiteness let O C be its center of mass. Assume the generatrix is always collinear to the axis O C z which can be expressed by the geometrical condition k α = k C (α = A, B), where k α are the axis O α z α unit vectors and k C is the unit vector of the body C axis O C z. To keep bodies' motion parallel to the coordinate plane O C xy one has to require two algebraic conditions for the bodies A and B mass centers z-coordinates: z O A = const, z O B = const to be satisfied. All coordinates are assumed with respect to (w.r.t.) the frame O C xyz. Algebraic equations mentioned can be easily implemented in implicit form if one uses, for instance, constraints of the joint type [4] to fix the bodies A and B in the body C. In this case, the body C itself can perform arbitrary spatial motions. We consider its movement as being convective in compound motions of the bodies A and B w.r.t. certain inertial frame of reference. Thus it is quite natural to call the body C as a gear housing, and the bodies A and B are supposed to play the role of gearwheels.
One might build up mechanical tools for the cylindrical bodies contact using 2D-geometry techniques with aid of the above reduction to the plane O C xy. For instance, the cylinders contact tracking model might be written, similarly to [6] , in the form of six, algebraic or transcendental, equations as follows grad g A (r P A ) = λ grad g B (r P B ) , r P A − r P B = µ grad g B (r P B ) , g A (r P A ) = 0, g B (r P B ) = 0,
where r P α = (x P α , y P α ) T (α = A, B) are the radius vectors for the points P A , P B under tracking w.r.t. the housing coordinate system O C xy; functions g α (r) express equations for the curves bounding planar figures of the bodies A and B w.r.t. the axes O C xy; λ, µ are the auxiliary scalar variables. Totally the system (1) has six scalar equations w.r.t. six scalar variables x P A , y P A , x P B , y P B , λ, µ.
To complete classes corresponding to models of contact one has to define contacting curves in the bodies own planar coordinate systems O α x α y α in the form f α (x α , y α ) = 0. If T α is an orthogonal 2 × 2-matrix defining current orientation of the body α planar figure then obviously the relations
Similarly, following the paper [7] one might easily construct a model to track the cylindrical contact by introducing a system of differential-algebraic equations of the forṁ
where the vectors v P A , v P B are relative, w. r. t. the body C, velocities of the bodies physical points currently located at the geometrical points P A , P B . One might calculate them according to the Euler formula
where O A , O B are the bodies mass-centers mentioned above, ω ω ω A , ω ω ω B are relative w. r. t. the housing angular velocities of the bodies, always directed along the O C z-axis. Note that the points O A , O B might be located at different levels of the O C z-axis of the gearbox housing. But nevertheless one should regard the equations (2), (3) in their planar version as being projected onto the plane O C xy.
In this case, for complete implementation of the contact model, we need to compute the gradients grad f α and Hessians Hess f α at opposing points P α in bodies own coordinates.
Geometry of the spur involute gear
One has to consider the involute equation in the plane O α x α y α of the gearwheel coordinate system O α x α y α z α for resolving the problem which has been formulated above for the case of the spur involute meshing. For this one has to apply polar coordinates R α , θ α defined for each body α in the following known way: x α = R α cos θ α , y α = R α sin θ α . For the involute unwinding counterclockwise an equation for the polar coordinates can be deduced from the known relations [8] in the form
where r αb is the involute base circle radius. To compute grad f α and Hess f α one has to use formulae of the transformation (x α , y α ) → (R α , θ α ) and apply an auxiliary Jacobi matrices arising in the process of analytical calculations. The contact tracking algorithm developed requires equation of a curve in the form f (x, y) = 0 instead of equation (4) . Introducing the notation
one can see easily that
This equation is a starting point for producing all the formulae for gradients and Hessians. Indeed by virtue of (6) we have
since grad p = (p R , p θ ). Therefore
One can see from (5) that
and from the polar coordinates definition the relation
follows. Hence,
To complete the computation of grad f as a function of x, y one can remark that
.
(11) From (7) for the Hessian computation note that
where the following notation has been used
Now one can obtain from equation (12) a formula for the Hessian we sought
All the objects included here on the right hand side have explicit expressions in polar coordinates. It is evident, these expressions can be resolved w. r. t. coordinates x, y with aid of transformation (11) .
Contact force model
The geometrical properties have been implemented as a class parameter for the base template described in [5] for the model outlined above with contact of involutes. Along with the geometrical properties model, the contact elastic normal force model plays a key role as well.
According to the results of [9] the Johnson contact model [10] seems to be the most acceptable one for the case of the cylindrical bodies contact. The model can be expressed as an equation written for the case of so-called external contact
representing an implicit function N(h) for the specific normal elastic force, per unit of length along the cylinder generatrix, depending on the depth h of mutual approach (penetration). Here in equation (13) E is the composite modulus of elasticity for the contact. It satisfies the equation Computational implementation of formula (13) inversion reduces to an equation w.r.t. dimensionless variables x, y defined in the following way:
N.
Then (13) becomes equivalent to the equation
defining the implicit function y(x).
To resolve equation (14) correctly in vicinity of its evident solution x = 0, y = 0 one has to find a segment of monotonicity of the left hand side of (14) . The zero solution corresponds to the case of beginning of the contacting process. In this case, a contact patch, generically rectangular area, degenerates into the 1D-line segment along the cylindrical surfaces generatrix. It is easy to see that the segment sought is 0, e −1 . Within this segment the left hand side function of (14) decreases monotonically from zero to −e −1 . Thus one can define an area of applicability of the Johnson model by the following inequalities
From the involute properties and using Figure 1 the relation ρ A + ρ B = |K A K B | is satisfied to within the (small enough) value h. For this reason, if the material stiffness is sufficiently large then the depth h is small enough, and then the left condition of (15) is always satisfied. Here, the points K A , K B are the points of a tangency between the line of action and base circles of gearwheels.
For real materials even the condition h |K A K B | is satisfied. Then for Young's moduli large enough the Johnson model is surely valid on the segment y ∈ 0, e −1 of monotonicity for the left side of equation (14) . Since the derivative for the left side of equation (14) at y = e −1 is equal to zero then we may furthermore restrict ourselves by set of strict monotonicity corresponding to the condition 0 ≤ x < e −1 , or equivalently to 0 ≤ y < e −1 .
Moreover, equation (14) has a singularity at zero. Therefore, we shall construct an algorithm for computing the function y(x) taking into account that 0 < x < e −1 . To proceed with the algorithm replace an unknown function y(x) in equation (14) by the function η(x) according to the formula y(x) = xη(x). Then a new equation has the form
Let us introduce here a new known independent variable µ instead of the old one x according to the equation
The value ν is small and positive if the value x is small and positive. Then equation (16) is transformed to the form
more suitable for investigating and computing the solution for the given value of ν.
To overcome the problem we need in an algorithm with the behavior regular enough in vicinity of zero. It turned out equation (17) delivers also an iteration process in the explicit form
One might set any value η 0 satisfying the condition 0 < η 0 ≤ e −1 as a guess value of iteration process (18). It is easy to see the numeric sequence {η n } ∞ n=0 built up using process (18) is strictly positive and bounded: 0 < η n < ν. Therefore, this sequence has at least one limit point η . It is equivalent to an existence of the subsequence {η n k } ∞ k=0 converging to this limit
This limit is unique. Indeed, by virtue of (18) Computations show that iteration process (18) converges fast enough. Merit of the process is that it works equally well for all admissible values of x. If x becomes close to zero then the value ν > 0 is also small. Besides, for any arbitrarily small η > 0 the function η ln η always stays uniformly bounded. Thus the iteration operator conserves its regularity for any admissible x.
Other class parameters of the contact model template in our case are following: (a) normal viscous term was selected similar to the implementation described in [7] ; (b) tangent friction force model for definiteness and simplicity, similar, for example, to the paper [11] , was selected as a regularized Coulomb friction law having a shape of the piecewise linear function of relative velocity at contact [6] . There are no difficulties for changing the corresponding class parameter and for applying any different model, more complicated than ones mentioned above.
Algorithm of teeth pairs switching
To describe the algorithm we assume gearwheels in rotational motion each such that the pinion, wheel A, rotates clockwise, and the gear (B) does it counterclockwise. We consider a process of initial data generation later. When boosting the pinion tooth in generic case starts to penetrate the corresponding gear tooth Generally, due to the compliance of contact the point P B will be located on the line K A K B to left from the point P A and above it, see Figure 1 . Thus while the pinion rotates by a pitch angle ∆γ A , and the point P A reaches the position b (starting from its initial position a of the mesh cycle), contact itself does not really vanish. This may happen only after the point P B had also passed the position b.
On time interval, while the geometrical point b had been passed initially by the point P A and then by P B , contact model has to be more complicated than the Johnson one being applied here. This model strongly depends on the tooth tip relief had been implemented in the gearbox. The tip may be assumed sharp, as a point of the involute and addendum circle intersection, or curved with smoothed edges. For instance, it may have circular profile of the radius small enough between the involute and the addendum circle.
Exactly at the instance of the point P A passing through the position b, the similar point P A of the next teeth pair, denote it by prime P A , passes through the position a. Really to this time, contact between the next teeth pair may already be existed. But requirements of the Johnson model will be implemented only after the point P B of the next pair contact will pass through the position a.
Thus in case of the compliant contact one cannot avoid a presence of two simultaneous contacts: (a) "decreasing" contact in vicinity of the position b existing at this position after the point P A had passed through b; (b) "increasing" contact in vicinity of the position a arising at a before the point P B will pass through it. Remind that all these stages of transition arise simultaneously.
In our simplified approximate contact model we assume that exactly at the moment when the point P A passes through the position b the Johnson contact model instantly switches from the point b of the current teeth pair to the point a of the next one. Exactly at this moment the point P A passes the position a. Denote this time instant as t .
First of all one should set that
To define the vector r P B (t ) it is sufficient to find a distance between points P A and P B of the new teeth pair. It is not difficult to check that this distance is equal exactly to the one between points P A and P B at the same instant. Note that simultaneously points P A and P B should lie on the line K A K B , first P A then P B if counting from K A to K B . Thus one can also set that r P B (t ) = r P A (t ) + r P B (t −) − r P A (t −) .
To obtain starting values λ (t ), µ (t ) for the next mesh cycle one has to compute norms of gradients |grad g A |, |grad g B | (co)vectors and then use the first and the second equations of the system (1). Gradients are to be computed at points P A and P B respectively. Since we always suppose that gradients are directed "outside" the bodies at contact, we have to assume that
Furthermore, since functions g A , g B are derived from the functions f A , f B by translatory and rotary motions of the three dimensional space R 3 then the following condition is satisfied
To compute the value |grad f α | let us apply equations (8) , (9), (10) from above in the following way
where R α , θ α are the polar coordinates in the body α coordinate system O α x α y α . One can see easily from last equation that the (co)vector grad f α is a result of the (co)vector 
rotation by the angle θ α . Then one can write down the norm sought as
Thus the gradient (co)vector of the function defining the involute has a constant norm inversely proportional to the base circle radius. Now from the first and the second equations of the system (1) we have respectively
And useful in all aspects result was obtained by the way: Indeed, one can see from above that the variable λ keeps its initial value all time of simulation
This property may be very useful to control an accuracy of computations during the simulation process.
Some details of implementation
As it was already mentioned the template ContactConstraintBaseTemplate developed earlier [5] has been applied for implementing the contact model of two gearwheels with spur involute gearing. The template has four class parameters defining models of: (a) the normal elastic force, (b) the normal force of viscous resistance, (c) the tangent force of resistance for relative slipping at contact, (d) geometry of surfaces in vicinity of contact, in our case they are the cylinders guided by an involute.
As it was already noted we guess approximately that a contact patch is the rectangular strip, in general thin enough. The normal elastic force is assumed to be uniformly distributed in one dimension along the generatrix of cylinder over the patch.
Let us consider in more details an implementation of the class parameter responsible for geometry properties of the contact. This class is implemented as a four-level hierarchy of inheritance for the properties and behavior:
A differential-algebraic equations are applied here for implementing the contact tracking algorithm.
A base class for all geometry classes implementing cylindrical contact is the model CylindricCompliantConstraint. This class is responsible for computation of geometric and kinematic properties of the points P A and P B under tracking w. r. t. the third body C, the gearbox housing. These properties are described in particular by the following variables:
• rAr, rBr are the points P A and P B relative positions;
• gradgAr, gradgBr are the cylindrical surfaces gradient vectors computed at points P A , P B respectively in the frame of coordinates O C xyz;
• normAr is the unit vector normal to an outer surface of the body A computed at the point P A w. r. t. the coordinate system O C xyz;
• vrAr, vrBr are relative velocities of bodies' A, B points currently occupying the geometric points P A , P B locations;
Modelica code of the current class under description, its section of equations, reads In the derived class CylindricCompliantConstraintAddOn:
• PA, PB are variables for coordinates of the points where a resultant contact forces are applied, in directions of bodies A and B respectively;
• relvnr is the normal component, in case of PA = PB, of the velocity for the point PA of the body A relative to the body B;
• relvtr is the tangent component of the the body A relative velocity at PA = PB w. r. t. the coordinate system O C xyz;
• kappa is the contact indicator which is: (a) equal to zero for the case of the surfaces touching each other by segment of strait line, (b) positive and equals to the distance between the surfaces for the case of contact absence, (c) negative and characterizes depth of mutual penetration for the case of contact, contact patch has a rectangular shape;
• kappaA, kappaB are the parameters defining elastic properties of bodies A and B respectively.
Section of equations/behavior for this model has the following code The next derived class CylindricSurfacesOfConstraintDifferential implements the DAE system (2), (3). Its Modelica code is similar to one of the class SurfacesOfConstraintDifferential described in [7] for the generic case of the Hertz-point model. The difference concerns an account of the cylindrical symmetry for the current case.
Finally, the contact surfaces, rather curves bounding planar figures of bodies, specifications are defined in the last class of the inheritance chain InvoluteAndInvoluteDifferential. This model implements an algorithm described in Section 3 for computing of gradients and Hessians in bodies' coordinates systems. As one can see from Section 3 corresponding Modelica code has to be bulky enough.
It is clear that when working two teeth of gearwheels A and B cannot stay in the meshing process during long time. One can see in Figure 1 that in case of the pinion rotation clockwise the contact point (segment of line), or rather contact patch small enough, moves from the point a to the point b of the line of action K A K B . At the very moment of contact loss for the current pair of teeth at the point b the next pair arrives at contact, the point a, and new "point" of contact starts its motion along the meshing strait line of action.
One has to note here that for simplicity we consider a mesh process without overlapping of time intervals for the teeth pairs contacting. If they are overlapped then one should create at least two contact objects "connecting" the objects of bodies A and B. These objects are to be activated/deactivated alternatively when arriving at/departing from the point a/b.
While the contact patch moves from its position a to the position b each of gearwheels A, B rotates by the pitch angle ∆γ A , ∆γ B respectively. The last class of the inheritance line considered above besides the computation of gradients and Hessians implements also a switching process for the pairs of gearwheels thus synchronizing this switching with the corresponding angles of rotation for the bodies A and B.
This mechanism for discontinuous jumps of the contact points is implemented by the Modelica event handling facility. Code of the class InvoluteAndInvoluteDifferential fragment concerning required switching reads ... der(phirel_A) = Active*omegarel_A [3] ; der(phirel_B) = Active*omegarel_B [3] In the code fragment above, variables rA0, rB0, in addition to ones already described, correspond to the points P A , P B initial position, at the point a in Figure 1 , vectors in the contact tracking algorithm. Relative, w. r. t. P A , position of the point P B for the new teeth pair being directed, as we know, along the line of action K A K B , has to be equal, because of rigidity, to the similar position for the previous pair losing contact at the event. This relative position is tracked by the variable Delta.
The variables mu, lambda correspond to the variables µ, λ in equations (2), (3); lambda0 correspond to the λ initial value at the position a; gamma_A, gamma_B are the variables for the gearwheels angles of rotation changing by the pitch values ∆γ A , ∆γ B being stored in variables gamma_Astep, gamma_Bstep. Note that for correct handling of the switching process it is sufficient to track only the pinion, body A, angle of rotation and use only the variables gamma_A, gamma_Astep, phirel_A, omegarel_A. Initial depth of penetration, just after the contact switch, for the new pair is defined by the variable mu remains the same as for the previous pair of teeth in contact. This is because the gradient, from the right hand side of the second equation in system (1), norm stays constant in case of the involute. This constant is equal to the value 1/r Bb . For definiteness the wheel A supposed to rotate monotonically clockwise.
Computational experiments
To perform a computational testing program for the gearbox model one builds up a virtual setup consisting of two gearwheels: the pinion A and the driven gear B. For simplicity one assumes the gearbox housing C be fixed w. r. t. inertial frame of reference, and the origin O C of its coordinate system O C xyz coincides with the pinion geometrical center O A . Cylindrical revolute joint connecting the bodies A and C is also located at the point O C . The gearwheel B center O B is located on the horizontal axis O C x. Here, at O B , a cylindrical revolute joint connecting the body B and the auxiliary slider S is located. The slider S is in turn able to slip freely w. r. t. the body C along the axis O C x, though this sliding performs with a resistance of the spring of high stiffness with the damper. This spring connects bodies C and S between one another.
We introduced in the current experimental setup un- 
Parameters of the model
The following independent parameters are defined in the mesh model:
• z A = 20 is number of teeth for the pinion;
• z A = 30 is number of teeth for the driven gearwheel;
• r A = 0.2m is the pinion pitch circle radius.
After that the remaining geometry parameters of the mesh are computed as follows:
• n = z B /z A is the transmission ratio;
• r B = nr A is the pitch circle radius of the driven gearwheel;
• ∆γ A = 2π/z A , ∆γ B = 2π/z B are the gearwheels angular pitches;
To define the mesh further it is essential to set the pressure angle α w value. It can be chosen using the condition
where α w inf = inf α w is the lower bound for all the pressure angles permissible by the parameters above. Its value is defined by the formula
For definiteness we will use the following value
Furthermore, using the pressure angle and transmission ratio one cam compute sequentially all geometrical parameters needed which are shown in Figure 1 . First the base circles radii can be found as r αb = r α cos α w (α = A, B).
Then one can compute a full length of the line of action as follows Initial distance between the gearwheels centers is equal to the value L = r A + r B . To compute initial conditions for the contact tracking system of DAEs (2), (3) we need in additional computations. From the description above we have for absolute initial coordinates of the points O C and O A
To compute initial angles of rotation for the pinion and gear we assume that at an initial instant of simulation teeth of an initial pair are touching each other geometrically without any pressure, and, as a result, mutual penetration is absent. An initial angular velocities of the gearwheels assumed equal to zero. For definiteness we also assume that the axis O A x A of the body A crosses the base circle exactly at a root point of the involute. This involute defines a surface of the tooth contacting with its mate exactly at the point a. Similarly, the body B axis O B x B passes through the root point of the contact involute of the body B at initial instant.
One can compute the polar angles of each the involute mentioned above using the equations (4) with the following equations (α = A, B)
Thus we can define an initial values for the angles of rotation of bodies A and B in the form
where complex numbers ζ A , ζ B are defined via the vectors r a − r O α components as
Note that the function arg of complex argument has a computer implementation as a standard library function atan2.
Initial quaternions of bodies A and B orientation are defined using known formulae
State variables of the DAE system (2), (3) tracking contact are to satisfy the following initial conditions
Note here that in case of the involute the state variable λ (t) turned out to be constant value 
Dynamic transmission error
A value of the dynamic transmission error (DTE) has been chosen for the computational verification. If force of friction exists at contact then DTE is not constant. First of all let us introduce the auxiliary variable
This value characterizes a mismatch for the base circles arc lengths. If teeth in pairs contacting have an ideal "rigid" unilateral constraints without compliance, and switching between teeth pairs is also ideal then the value of ∆ has to be an identical zero. To undertake an analysis more detailed let us consider the results of numeric experiments. Firstly, one can remark that in case of the involute mesh a discrepancy ∆ (t) from (19) has to be identical with the depth of mutual penetration of rigid teeth in vicinity of contact point. Indeed, the discrepancy (19) is exactly the difference between the arc distances of base circles while each of the wheels A and B rotates. This difference is accumulated from the very initial instant of simulation.
On the other hand it is known that the segment P A P B is a perpendicular common to the teeth involutes penetrating each other, and simultaneously P A P B lies exactly on the line K A K B and its length is exactly the depth of teeth mutual penetration. Then there exists the only geometric possibility: the condition
has to be satisfied. The functions ∆ (t), κ(t) derived independently in the model are compared in Figure 3 .
An effect obtained in an angular displacements due to pressing and subsequent penetrating in the Johnson contact model is certainly like one derived due to torsional deformations of elastic gearwheels [12, 13] . Moreover, finite element modeling do not disturb in any essential degree the whole dynamical picture if used to simulate teeth bending when contacting [14] .
Indeed, one can compute the DTE according to the formula
similar to (19). Here the values ψ A , ψ B are the angular displacements of the pinion and gear from their mean nominal positions Φ A (t), Φ B (t) such that the following equations fulfill
These nominal values Φ α (t) correspond just to the case of rigid contact satisfying evidently the following kinematic identity
Hence, it turns out in frame of our considerations that the identity
takes place. Let us investigate now sources of the DTE presented in Figure 3 . If one eliminates completely in the model the friction between teeth surfaces then the value δ (t) will grow asymptotically to its limit value thus providing a systematic error of transmission, see Figure 4 , blue curve. The reason for this error is evidently a mutual penetration of the compliant contact model of Johnson. If one introduces to the whole gearbox model, the simplest model of the Coulomb friction with the coefficient f = 0.3 then the systematic error will be superimposed by the periodic one, see Figure 4 , red curve. This latter error has discontinuities at instants of the contact teeth pair changes and at the instant when the contact patch passes through the pitch point P, see Figure 1. The periodic DTE almost completely coincides with similar curves presented in papers [12, 13] . In the graphs of these papers one can note only small variations from exact curves of our Figures 3,4 . An origin of these variations is evidently additional small deviation derived due to more exact account of the elastic torsion oscillations considered in [12, 13] . Additional splash of weak torsional oscillations one can observe in [12, 13] exists because of the multiplicity of teeth contacts in that model: time segments overlap for the mesh cycles of the nearby pairs. So when contact of the previous teeth pair vanishes then additional elastic disturbance arises. Remind that for simplicity we 
Comparison with a rigid contact
A goal of our further numerical experiments is to compare two contact models when meshing: (a) the Johnson model, (b) the rigid contact model without compliance. The results of models under comparison simulation run showed for illustration in Figure 5 . The normal contact force is counted along the y-axis of the plot. Case of the Johnson model corresponds to the blue curve while the red one is for the case of rigid contact model.
Comparison of the simulation results shows in Figure 5 that both contact models, the Johnson one and the rigid contact, bring the same dynamic result. The only difference is that the Johnson model generates additional oscillations of the normal contact force being superimposed on the normal force behavior for the rigid case. Moreover, one can see from detailing shown in Figure 5 that rigid contact model looks like a result of the procedure of averaging for the dynamics with the compliant contact, Johnson, model.
An advantage of the latter case is that this case of the contact model makes it possible to apply an arbitrary number of contacts for the body in the multibody system dynamics model without any restrictions. At the same time the rigid contact model does not allow such a possibility.
On the other hand, any contact model based on the FEM code application requires much more computational resources than in case of the "simple" compliant model analysed above. To compare an effectiveness of the Johnson contact model and the model using the rigid unilateral contact constraint consider Table 1 with preliminary relative estimations of the CPU time, in seconds, needed for both cases with addition of the friction force influence. Here the results of the simulation run are presented, without any optimization, for the model time of 5 seconds. 
Conclusions
Comparing our previous results with the above ones we can conclude that:
• since cylindrical contact models are restricted to the 2D-geometrical considerations they are simpler in a certain sense than the 3D-models;
• on the contrary, dynamical models became more complex in some degree because the Johnson model forces us to deal with the transcendental equation having a singularity at zero;
• involute meshing requires additional analytic efforts causing additional computational complexity increase;
• compliant models create an effect similar to one generated by the torsional elastic deformations of gearwheels;
• compliant model built up showed an efficiency high enough comparable with the fastest case of geometrically rigid constraint;
• the computer model built up makes it possible in an evident way to construct models of gearboxes of any complexity for the spur involute type of meshing.
